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Given any injective module JR , its bicommutator S contains as a subring 
the ring Q of quotients of R relative to the largest torsion theory for which IR 
is torsionfree. Q is even a dense subring of S if IR is suflicicntly “nice”: every 
torsionfree factor module of Q, is divisible. Then S is the completion of Q in 
the finite topology, which here coincides with a certain I-adic topology, 
generalizing the usual P-adic topology on finitely generated modules over 
Noetherian local rings. Examples of nice injectives are: all injectives when R 
is right hereditary, injectives with zero singular submodule, and the injective 
hull of R/P when R is commutative and P is a prime ideal. 
It will be noticed that, in a number of concepts depending on the injective 
module IR , explicit reference to the latter has been suppressed. Thus we write 
“torsion” rather than ‘I-torsion”, but we have retained “I-adic” to contrast 
with “P-adic”. 
The present paper supplements [S], but some care has been taken to make it 
self-contained. 
1. BICOMMUTATORS OF INJECTIVES AXD TORSON THEORIES 
Throughout this paper, R will be an associative ring with unity. We shall 
frequently abbreviate hom,(B, C) as [B, C]. 
Let ZR be an injective right R-module, E = [I, I] its ring of endomor- 
phisms, then Z becomes a left E-module EZ, in fact, a bimodule EZR . 
Now let S = hom,(Z, Z)OP be the opposite of the ring of endomorphisms 
of EZ, i.e., with multiplication defined by 
i(d) = (is)s’ (i E I, s, s’ E S). 
Then I becomes a right S-module I, ; in fact, a bimodule EIS. 
Moreover, there is a canonical ring homomorphism h : R -+ S given by 
S(r) = ir (i E 1, r E R). 
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By the bicommutator of 1, we mean the pair (S, h), or sometimes, !oosely 
speaking, just the ring S. 
We are interested in describing the bicommutator of Ia . Our first tool for 
doing so will be the so-called “torsion theory” generated by I, . We call 
a module B torsion if [U, I] = 0. We call the module C torsionfree if [B, C] = 0 
for all torsion modules L3. This is the “largest” torsion theory for which IR is 
torsionfree. 
It is often usefui to replace these abstract definitions by more elementary 
criteria. Thus B is torsion if and only if 
The equivalence of this with the definition is easily seen. Assuming that Ia 
is the injective hull of A, , this may bc written as 
VbPBVCeA(a # 0 G- 3,,,br = 0 & ar -8 0). 
On the other hand, it is fairly obvious that C is torsionfree if and only if no 
nonzero principal submodule is torsion, that is to say, 
c**> Vc(ceCC # 0 * hd(4 j: 0. 
This last condition can be read to say that there is a monomorphism of C 
into I” for some cardinal N (N may bc infinite), or, in categorical language, 
that C is “cogenerated” by 1. It follows that two injectives I and I’ give rise 
to the same torsion theory if and only if each cogcnerates the other. 
We shall summarize some known results about torsion theories; see 
[8, Section 0] for more details. Each module M has a largest submodule T(M) 
which is torsion, the torsion submodule of M. It is characterized by these two 
facts: T(M) is torsion and M/T(M) is torsionfree. 
A submodule D of M is called dense if M/D is torsion. In particular, the 
dense right ideals of R have interesting properties and they characterize 
the torsion theory. 
A module M is called diz;isible if I(M)/M is torsionfree, where I(M) denotes 
the injective hull of M. This is equivalent to saying that, whenever .4 is a dense 
submodule of B, every map A -> M has an extension to B -+ M. The follow- 
ing Bacr criterion is necessary and sufficient for divisibility: 
(-**I kud&'~~r,fW = md, 
whenever D is a dense right ideal of R. 
Every module M has a divisibZe huZl D(M); it is defined by the formula 
D(iW)/M = T(I(M)/M), 
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and it is characterized among essential extensions of 32, uniquely up to 
isomorphism, by these facts: D(M)/IM is torsion and I(M)/&’ is torsionfree. 
We conclude this section with a lemma, the proof of which will illustrate 
some of the above concepts. Note that the bicommutator (S, h) of IR gives 
rise to a right R-module SR , if we define 
sr = s/z(r) (SE S, Y E R). 
LEMMA 1. S, is torsionfree and divisible. 
Proof. Suppose 0 # s E S, then there exists ic I such that is # 0. 
Consider the mapping f : S, -* IR defined by 
f(d) - is (s' E S). 
Then f (s) = is + 0. Therefore SR is torsionfree by (**). 
Next, let D be any dense right ideal of R and f : D --t S, . Given any i E I, 
consider the homomorphism D -+ IR defined by 
d F+ if(d) (d E D). 
Since IR is torsionfree and divisible, there exists a unique i, E I such that 
if(d) = i,d (d E 0). 
It is easily checked that the mapping 
i+i, (iEI) 
is an endomorphism of J. Therefore, there exists s E S such that i, = is 
for all i E I. Hence 
if(d) = i,d = (is)d = i(sd) (i E I, d E 0). 
Therefore, f (d) = sd f or all d E D, and so S, is divisible by (***). 
2. THE RING OF QUOTIESTS AS A SUBRIXC OF THE BICOMMUTATOR 
The torsionfree divisible modules form a full reflective subcategory of 
Mod R. The left adjoint of the inclusion functor is given by 
It is known that D(R,/T(R,)) is a ring; call itQ for short. It comes equipped 
with a ring homomorphism 6 : R --f Q. 
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By the ring of quotients of R relative to the given torsion theory we mean 
the pair (Q,g), or sometimes, loosely speaking, just the ring Q. It has this 
important property: Every torsionfree divisible module is a Q-module, and 
every homomorphism between torsionfree divisible modules is a Q-homo- 
morphism. 
The following lemma was first pointed out to mc by Hans Storrer. 
LEMMA 2. Let K = (Y E R 1 IY :: O> be the kernel of h : R -+ S. Then K is 
the torsion submodule of ii, , hence also the kernel o/g: R --t Q, 
Proof. For any homomorphism f  : K --+ L, , there exists an i E I such 
that f(K) = ik for all k E K. Thercfore, [K, I] -= 0, and so K is torsion. It 
remains to show that R/K is torsionfree. 
Let h(r) be any nonzero element of h(R), then r 6 K. Hence there exists 
it. I such that ir + 0. As the mapping 
h(r) r’ w irr’ (Y’ E R) 
may be extend4 to a homomorphism h(R) -+ I, h(R) is torsionfree by (**). 
PROPOSITION 1. There is a unique homomorphism 11’: Q + S surh that 
h’g -:: h, and h’ is a monomorphism. 
Proof. Since I, is torsionfree and divisible, it is a Q-module I, . We shall 
first prove that it is a bimodule Jo. 
Let e E E and i E I be given. We define f and f’ : QR + I, by 
f(4) = (ei)q, f ‘(4 = 44 (4 E 8). 
Then, for any r E R, we have 
f (g(r)) == (ei)r = e(ir) = f’( g(r)). 
Since Qnlg(R) is torsion and I, is torsionfree, it follows that f -f“, hence 
(ei)q = e(iq) (eEE, iEI, qEQ). 
Defineh’:Q--+Sby 
ih’(q) = iq (icI, qEQ). 
Then h’ is a homomorphism of rings, and h’g : h. We shall see that it is 
unique with this property. 
Supposcf : Q -+ S is any ring homomorphism such that fg = h. Then 
f(4f) = f(&N =m h(y) = f(4)y (q’Q, r ER), 
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hence f is an R-homomorphism QR -+ S, . Now Qs/g(R) is torsion, and 
S, is torsionfree, by Lemma 1. Since f agrees with h’ on g(R), it follows that 
f =h’. 
Finally, we see that kcr h’ = 0 by noting that QR is an essential extension 
ofg(R) and that 
ker h’ n g(H) = {g(r) 1 h(r) = O> = g(K) = 0, 
by Lemma 2. 
An alternative proof of this proposition would begin with the isomor- 
phism g(K)+ h(R) implied by Lemma 2. Since SR is torsionfree and 
divisible, by Lemma 1, and since Q,Jg(K) is a torsion module, this may be 
extended to a unique R-homomorphism h’ : QR + S, . It is easily verified that 
h’ is a ring homomorphism, after which one may proceed as above. 
From now on we shall regard Q as a subring of S. Morita and the present 
author have independently discussed situations in which Q = S. (SW also 
the paper by Peachy [I]). Th ese results may be deduced from the following 
lemma, which will be crucial in our further investigations. 
LFNMA 3. Far any i ~1, i&‘&R is a torsion module. 
Proof. Suppose f : iS,liR -+ I, . Let p : iS, --f iS,liR be the canonical 
projection. Then fp : iS --t IR may be extended to e : I, ---, 1s ; hence 
fp(zi) = e(is) = (ei)s = (fpi)s = 0. 
Therefore, f  = 0. 
It is also true that is, is an essential extension of iRR , but we shall make 
no use of this fact. 
The following is one half of [S, Proposition 2.81. 
PROPOSITION A. If $ is principal, then S = Q. 
Proof. Assume I = l?i, then, for any s E S, is = 0 implies Is = 0, hence 
s = 0. 1 n particular, the mapping Q I+ iq (Q E Q) is an isomorphism Q I-> iQ, 
and therefore iQ is divisible. Since iSR is torsionfree, one easily deduces that 
iS,/iQ is torsionfree. But, by the lemma, iS,jiQ is a torsion module, hence 
iS ::= iQ, that is, for each s E S there exists q E Q such that i(s - q) = 0. By 
the above, this implies s - q = 0. 
Apparently, more general is the following result by Morita [lo, Theorem 
5.61. However, as Storrer has pointed out, this may be deduced from 
Proposition A. 
PHOPOSITION B. If ,J is Jinitely generated, then S = Q. 
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Proof. Assume that I = ISI + ... f Ein , where n is a positive integer. 
Then In is principal as an [I”, I”]-module, with generator (il ,..., i,). Clearly, 
.P becomes an S-module, if we define 
(&I,..., i,‘)s = (iI’s,..., in’s). 
An uninspiring matrix calculation shows that S is also the bicommutator of 
ZTL. Moreover, it is easily seen that Z” generates the same torsion theory as I. 
Therefore, the result follows if we apply Proposition A to I”. 
In general, WC cannot expect that Q = S. However, in surprisingly many 
situations Q is a dense subring of S in the sense of Jacobson [4, Chap. 21: 
if F := Bi, . )- ... $- J?$ is any finitely gencratcd submodulc of L;Z then for 
for any s E S there exists q E Q such that E’(s -- q) -7 0. 
PROPOSITIOX 2. Assume that ewry torsionfree factor mod& of Q, is 
dicisible. Then Q is a dense subrinl: vf S. 
Proof. Let i1 ,..., i7& E I and s E S. Then j = (il ,..., i,) EI”, and jQR is 
torsionfree, being a submodule of ZRn, hence divisible, by assumption. 
Therefore, jS&Q is torsionfree; but it is a torsion module, by Lemma 3, 
as applied to I”, hence (il ,..., i,) S =: (il ,...) i,,)Q. 
Remark. If we put 
F* = (s E S ! Fs = 01, 
then it is easily seen that 
{iEIIi(F*nQ) -O} =F, 
for any finitely generated submodule F of EZ. While this sort of thing is a 
crucial step in the usual proofs of density theorems, our proof is more direct. 
3. TOPOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The notion of “dense subring” coincides with the topological notion of 
“dense subspace” if S is endowed with the so-called f%zite topology, the 
topology of a subspace of I’ regarded as a product of discrete spaces. The basic 
open sets of S have the form 
{sESI i,s = jl& **-&i,,s = j,], 
where n is any positive integer and i, , jlE E I. 
481/21/x-5 
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It is not immediately obvious that S is a topological ring, but this will 
become clear if we show that the finite topology coincides with the so-called 
linear topology determined by a “generalized torsion theory” in the sense 
of [8, Section 31. 
Consider the class @ of all modules isomorphic to submodules of I,n, 
n being any finite cardinal. This class is closed under submodules, isomorphic 
images, and finite direct sums, hence it constitutes a generalized torsion 
theory. Relative to such a class one defines a “linear topology” on S-modules 
iVs , by taking as basic open neighborhoods of 0 those submodules A of AT, 
for which N,/A is in the class @; in other words, A is the kernel of some 
homomorphism Ars + IspL. 
We shall call this particular linear topology the I-a& topology of N, . 
By [S, Proposition 3.21, S is a topological ring in the I-adic topology of S, 
and IV, is a topological S-module. 
PROPOSITION 3. On S, the jinite and I-adic topologies coincide. S is 
a topological ring, it is Hausdorff and complete. 
Proof. Lctf: Ss+Isn and putf(1) == (il ,..., i,),F = Eil -/- a** + l?i,, . 
Then 
kerf ={sESIil -O&~*~&i,s =0} 
= {s E s 1 Fs = O} 
= F”. 
But this is precisely a basic open neighborhood of 0 in the finite topology. 
If s E S belongs to the intersection of all basic F*, then, in particular, 
is = 0 for each i ~1, hence s = 0. Therefore S is Hausdorff. We shall now 
prove that it is complete. 
Given a directed set (X, <), let {sz 1 x E X} be a Cauchy family of elements 
of S; for each basic F* there exists an @‘) E X such that 
v ?~,.z>r(F)% - Sz EF*. 
Given two basic neighborhoods 17” and G* of 0, we can find y E X such 
that y > x(F) and y > x(G). Then 
%dF) - % EF*, s,, - s,(~) E G*. 
If we assume that F C G, then G* _CF*, hence by addition 
&(F) - %d~) gF*. 
We shall write sz(r) = sF for short, then 
c+> F C G * Vi&SF = isc . 
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We now introduce a mapping s : I-+ Z by putting 
. . 
as = ES& (i 6 I). 
We claim that s is an E-homomorphism. 
Indeed, take any i, j E Z and e E E, then 
is + js = isei + jsEi 
= tSEi+Ej $ j'S~i{ Ej by (+I 
= (i -t-j) SE~+E~ 
= (i +A s.E(i+j) by (-1-l 
= (i -t j)s, 
and 
(ei)s = (ei) sEEi 
= (ei) SEi 
.7 e(isEi) 
== e(h). 
by (t-> 
Now take any F and any i E F, then 
i(s - sf) = isEi - is, == 0, by (.I-), 
hence s - sI.. EF*, and so the Cauchy family converges to s. 
Since Ifi is not only an S-module but also a Q-module, we may also speak 
about the I-adic topology of Q-modules. 
COROLLARY 1. On Q, the jinite and I-adic topology coincide. When Q 
is a dense subring of S, S is the completion of Q and, equivalently, thg inverse 
limit of all Q/(F*’ n Q), w ere F ranges over all jkitely generated submodules h 
of EZ. 
Proof. By [8, Proposition 3.41, S is the inverse limit of all factor modules 
of Qo which happen to be isomorphic to submodules of I,” for some finite n. 
COROLLARY 2. If R is commutative and Q is a den-se subring of S, the I-adic 
completion of Q is the center of E - [I, I]. 
Proof. It is easily seen that, when R is commutative, S is the center 
of E. 
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Indeed, S’*p consists of all those elements of hom,(l, I) which commute 
elementwise with B, hence it contains the center of E. When R is commutative, 
h(R) = h(R)“p L I?, h cnce So?’ commutes elementwise with h(R), and so 
So* C E. Since Sup commutes elementwise with E, Sop is contained in the - 
center of B. 
4. EXAMPLES 
For which injective modules 1s is the assumption of Proposition 2 satisfied ? 
It will be helpful to recall that Goldman [3, Theorem 4.51 has proved the 
following statements to be equivalent for a given torsion theory: 
Gl. The class of torsionfree divisible modules is closed under co- 
kernels. 
G2. Any torsionfree factor module of a torsionfree divisible module is 
divisible. 
G3. Assume A and C torsionfree, e : A + C a surjection, D a dense 
right ideal of R, f : D + C a homomorphism, then there exists a dense right 
ideal D’ _C D and a homomorphism f' : D -+ A such that the following 
diagram commutes: 
D-f-+C 
t t 
e 
D’-i;-+A 
EXAMPLE 1. If R is right hereditary, clearly Condition G3 holds, hence 
every inject& right R-module satisfies the assumption of Proposition 2. 
EXAMPLE 2. Given any injectivc module IR , assume that Johnson’s 
“singular” submodule of IR is zero, that is, for any nonzero element i of I 
the right ideal i-*0 = {Y E R 1 ir == 0} of R is not essential. We shall prove that 
IR satisfies the assumption of Proposition 2 by verifying Condition G3. 
Let e : A + C and f : D -+ C be given as above, pick Al maximal among 
submodules of A such that ker e r\ M = 0, and put D’ = f-‘(e(M)). Then 
for each d E I)‘, there existsf’(d) E M such that f (d) = e(f ‘(d)). 
We claim that f ‘(d) is uniquely determined by d. For suppose that also 
f(d) = e(f “(d)), then f’(d) - f”(d) E k er e n M = 0, hence f’(d) = f “(d). 
Thus we have a mapping f’ : D’ -+ A, and this is easily seen to be a homo- 
morphism. It remains to show that D’ is dense. 
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Xow D’ -f-l(e(M)) is d ense in D if e(M) is dense in C = e(A). But 
e(A)/e(M) -se A/(M + ker e), so we ask whether A/l + ker e is a dense 
submodule of A. Using the maximality of A’I, it is easily seen that it is an 
essential submodule of A. We shall prove that any essential submodule A is 
dense. 
Indeed, let B be an essential submodule of A; we shall prove that A/B is 
torsion, that is, [A/B, 1J _- 0. Given a E A and 0 If i E 1, we seek I E R such 
that ar E B and ir :?; 0. Such an T exists, provided a--lR g i--lo. Since a-lB 
is an essential right ideal of R, this is so by assumption on I, . Xow use (‘“). 
Walker and Walker [ll, Theorem 3.51 have shown that the following 
statements are equivalent for a given torsion theory: 
WI. The class of torsionfree divisible modules is closed under 
colimits, that is, under cokernels and coproducts. 
IV2. If D is any dense right ideal of A then g(D) Q = Q. 
In particular, if d is any multiplicative set in the center of R not containing 
0 (but 1 C- A), then one obtains a torsion theory by stipulating that B is 
a torsion module if and only if 
V,,,&,bS = 0. 
Then a right ideal D is dense if and only if D meets A. Since all elements 
of h(A) arc invertible in Q, Condition W2 holds. 
EXILE 3. Let R be a commutative ring, P a prime ideal, then we shall 
prove that I, == I(R/P) satisfies the assumption of Proposition 2 by verifying 
Condition lY2. 
Since the complement d of P is a multiplicative set, we have a torsion 
theory as above. Then B is a torsion module if and only if 
(i) V,,,&.b6 = 0. 
We claim that (i) is equivalent to the statement 
LB, V/P)] = o, 
or, in view of (*), 
(ii) 
Indeed, (i) is obtained from (ii) by taking r - 1. On the other hand, (ii) 
follows from (i) by taking r’ = S and observing that rS $ P if r 6 P and 6 $P. 
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Thus the torsion theory generated by I coincides with that defined by A; 
hence it satisfies Condition W2. 
EXmlPLE 4. Let R be a commutative ring, A any multiplicative subset 
of R not containing 0, then the following injective module satisfies the 
assumption of Proposition 2: 
where P ranges over all prime ideals not meeting A. 
To see this, consider the torsion theory determined by A, and let D be 
any ideal of R. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) D is dense. 
(ii) D meets A. 
(iii) For any prime ideal P, P n A = o 3 D $ P. 
(iv) For any prime ideal P, P n A = o - [R/D, I(R/P)] = 0. 
Most of these implications are clear, we shall only verify that (iii) * (ii). 
Assume that D does not meet A, then pick P maximal among the ideals of R 
containing D for which P n A = 0. Then P is a prime ideal. 
Now a module B is torsion if and only if b-r0 is dense for all b E B. There- 
fore a torsion theory is completely determined by the set of dense right ideals. 
In the present situation, it follows that B is torsion if and only if, for any 
prime ideal P, 
Pn A = o G- [B,I(R/P)] = 0, 
that is, if and only if, 
The above example has an analog for noncommutative rings. This depends 
on the correct definition of “prime right ideal”. I hope to return to this 
question elsewhere. 
5. COMPARISON WITH CLASSICAL METHODS 
We conclude with a comparison between the present methods and the 
classical methods in commutative algebra (see c.g. [O]). It is hoped that this 
comparison will be exploited further. 
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PRO~OSITIOK 4. Let R be a commutative Xoethwian ring, P a prime ideal 
of R, IR the injective hull of RIP, Q th e ring of quotients of R in the torsion 
theory generated by I, . Then on any Jinitely generated Q-module Mo the I-adic 
topology coincides with the P-adic topology. 
Proof. The basic open neighborhoods of 0 on Mo in the P-adic topology 
are submodules of the form IMP”“, m finite. 
First WC shall prove that every basic neighborhood of 0 in the I-adic 
topology contains such an MPm. Assume f  : 114 --f I” and consider the 
canonical projections p, : 1” + I, k = l,..., n. Then Im pkf is finitely gene- 
rated, hence contained in some 
A,, = {iGI j iP”’ = 0}, 
by a theorem of Rlatlis [9, ‘Theorem 3.41. Therefore, 
Im f C fi A,< C A,“, 
k-1 
where m = max{ I’,..., n’}. Hence f(MPm) _C (A,Pm)n = 0, and therefore 
MPm C kerf, as was to be shown. (WC have written A,” for the direct 
product of n copies of A, .) 
In the converse direction we shall prove that every submodule of the form 
MP”l is actually a basic open neighborhood of 0 in the I-adic topology, that is, 
M/MPm belongs to the class @ of modules isomorphic to submodules of 
Ion, n being any finite cardinal. 
Since @ is closed under isomorphic images, submodules, finite direct 
products, and injective hulls, it follows by a well-known argument that @ 
is also closed under group extensions. Indeed, if A C B and A and B/4 are 
in @, pick C C B maximal such that A n C = 0. Then 
hence-4 fC=A x CE@, henceBCI(A+C)G@. 
Consider the scqucnce 
MPm C MP+1 C ... C MI’ _C M. - - 
Since Q, is closed under group extensions, we need only show that 
for all finite k. Writing N = MPk, we observe that No is finitely generated, 
since Qo is Noethcrian and Mo is finitely generated. We shall prove that 
NoINP E @. 
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is an exact sequence of Q-modules, we have 
N&VP g N & (Q,/QP). 
NOW this is a finitely generated (Q,!QP)-module, hence a finite-dimensional 
vector space over the field Q/QP. Therefore, as a Q-module, it is a finite direct 
product of copies of Qo/QP. 
It remains to show that QO/QP~ @. Since R-homomorphisms between 
torsionfree divisible modules are Q-homomorphisms, it suffices to exhibit 
a monomorphism QR/QP-t IR = I(R,/P). Now the canonical mapping 
R, -+QR -tQ,lQP has kernel P, hence it induces a monomorphism 
RRIP -+ QRIQP. Th is monomorphism is easily seen to be essential, hence 
QJQP is a submodule of I(R,/P), as was to be proved. 
It is an immediate consequence of Proposition 4 that Q is Hausdorff in 
its P-adic topology. This is usually deduced from the Krull Intersection 
Theorem. 
It also follows from the above and Corollary 2 of Section 3 that, when R 
is commutative Noetherian and P is a prime ideal, the P-adic completion 
of Q is the center of B. Actually, Matlis [9, Theorem 3.71 has shown that the 
P-adic completion of Q is E. This would follow from the above if one could 
show directly that E is commutative. 
In particular, it is easy to verify these facts in the case when R = 2, 
the ring of integers, and P = (p), where p is a prime number. 
In this case I = l&, Z/( p”), where n ranges over all positive integers, 
and E is the ring ofp-adic integers. Since this is commutative, we have S = E. 
Moreover, any finitely generated submodule of1 has the formF = Z/( p”), and 
F* = pnS. l’herefore, the finite and p-adic topologies agree on S. It follows 
that E is the p-adic completion of Q = Q, , the ring of all rational numbers 
with denominators prime to p. 
Actually, in this case, S =-I: B is thep-adic completion not only of Q, but 
also of Z. This follows from the observation that Z is a dense subring of Q, . 
Indeed, for any q E Q, , we assert the existence of r E Z such that q - r E F*, 
that is, q - I E pnQ, for some positive integer n. Writing q = a/b, 
b f O(modp), this amounts to solving the congruence a - br .ti O(modpn) 
for r. 
We have introduced the I-adic topology as a tool for studying the bicom- 
mutator of I. However, it undoubtedly deserves to be studied on its own 
merit, as in [2, Section 51. It is easily seen that, if N is a submodule of Mo , 
the I-adic topology of N is induced by that of M, without assuming that M, 
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is finitely generated, as in the usual Artin-Rees Lemma. From this it follows 
that the functor which assigns to each Q-module its I-adic completion pre- 
serves monomorphisms. 
Since I is an R-module, we may also define the I-adic topology for 
H-modules. One may ask when S, will be the divisible hull of the I-adic 
completion of R, . ‘This is surely so when R is the ring of integers, as we saw 
above, and it can also be shown in cast R is right Artinian. 
iVotes added in proof: (1) In the characterization of the divisible hull given in 
Section I, essentiality is implied by the other two properties. (2) The hypothesis of 
Proposition 2 can bc relaxed to say that every torsionfrce R-module which is a 
principal Q-module is divisible. Gerhard Michler has found an example which shows 
that even this assumption need not be satisfied by the injective hull of a minimal 
right ideal in a right Artinian ring, although then Q = S. (3) I am endebted to 
Bill Schelter for suggesting a simplification of the proof of Corollary 2 to Proposi- 
tion 3. 
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